
NOTE ON CERTAIN GROUP ALGEBRAS

ALFRED B. WILLCOX

In this note we point out two properties (Theorems 1 and 2) of

the group algebra of the direct product of a compact group and a

locally compact abelian group and indicate briefly how these proper-

ties enable one to extend to these group algebras theorems which are

known in the compact and abelian cases. Our interest in these prop-

erties is two-fold ; they establish the applicability of known results in

[4]1 to the group algebras in question, and they provide an interest-

ing example of a type of P-algebra, a sort of Kronecker product alge-

bra, which may very well deserve independent systematic study.

The reader is referred to results of Kaplansky [l ] and Segal [2 ] of

which this note is essentially a continuation.

Let C be a compact group, A be a locally compact abelian group,

and G = CXA be their direct product group. We are interested in the

group algebras L1(C), L1(A), and L1(G). In particular, we ask how

the latter is related to the first two. We will show (1) how the P-alge-

bra Ll(G) is formed out of the P-algebras Ll(C) and Ll(A) and (2)

how the structure space of Ll(G) is formed from the structure spaces
of Ll(Q and Ll(A).

Definition 1. The complex algebra R is the Kronecker product of

the complex algebras Pi and R2 (written P = PiXP2) if there exists

a map (xi, x2)—»Xi X x2 of (Pi, P2) into P such that

(1) (xi + yi) X x2

xi X (x2 + y2)

(2) axi X x2

(3) R

Either (a)  2£i Xi°Xx2° = 0 implies either all x? = 0 or the

(4) xf are linearly dependent or (b) the same dependency condition

with the subscripts reversed,

2^xi   X x2   II  2_ yi    X yt   1 = 2- >   *i yi    Xx2 y2 .
<=i /\ j-i /     <-i /-i
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

= Xi X Xi + yi X x2,

= xi X x2 + xi X yi,

= x% X ax2,    a complex,

= i^xTxxT\n^Á,
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It is well known that the Kronecker product exists and is unique.

We use the same definition in case Ri and R2 are 73-algebras, but in

this case there is an additional question. Can R be made into a B-

algebra? We follow Schatten [3] in using the following definition.

Defnition 2. Let i?i and R2 be B-algebras with norms || -||i and

||-||2 respectively. If in R = RiXR2 a norm |||| can be introduced

which satisfies the condition ||xiXx2|| = ||xi||i-||x2||2 for all xiERi and

x2£i?2 and satisfies all the other properties of a norm except com-

pleteness then we say that || || is a cross-norm on R. The completion

of R relative to any cross-norm is called a cross-algebra, Ri®R2, of

Ri and R2.

Cross-algebras are not unique, of course, and when we write Ri®R2

we shall mean a cross-algebra of Ri and R2.

Theorem 1. Let Gi and G2 be locally compact groups. Then Ll(Gi X G2)
= L1(Gi)®L1(G2).

Proof. Let/ be in Ll(Gi) and g be in Ll(G2). Then by the Fubini

theorem the function/Xg defined by [/Xf](x, y)=f(x)g(y) is in

Ll(G) where G = GiXG2. Let K be the subset of L1(G) consisting of all

finite sums of such elements.

(A) K = Ll(Gi)XLl(G2): It will be obvious that K is an algebra if

we verify (5) of Definition 1. We use the Fubini theorem as follows:

(/i X gi)(h X g2)(x, y) = fj fi(xh)gi(yk)f2(h-i)g2(k-i)dkdk

=  f fi(xh)Mlr*)dh-  f  gi(yk)g2(k-i)dk
J <?l J Gt

= (fif2)(x)-(gig2)(y)

= (Mi X gigî)(x, y)

so, since convolution in Li(G) is distributive, (5) is satisfied and K,

being closed under multiplication, is an algebra. (1), (2), and (3) of

the definition are obviously satisfied. Now suppose that F(x, y)

= 23"= i /<Xgi(x, y)=0 almost everywhere on G, and suppose that

/„5¿0 for some p, l^p^n. It is an easy exercise to see that for almost

every y we have F(x, y) =0 almost everywhere on &. Choose a set

Ein Gisuch that fBfP(x)dx?*0.Then fBF(x,y)dx = fB^2î-ifi(x)gi(y)dx
= XXi giiy) -fEfi(x)dx= XX i aigily) =0 almost everywhere on G2
and aP7¿0. Thus the gi are linearly dependent in L1(G2) and (4) is

satisfied.

(B) The norm is a cross-norm:
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11/ X ¿II - fj I f(x)g(y) | dxdy = J \f(x)\dx- j | g(y) \ dy

= ||/||i-||g||ï by Fubini's theorem.

(C) K is dense in LX(G) : By a rectangle in G we mean a set of the

form EiXEi where £< is a measurable set in G<. Clearly the char-

acteristic function of a rectangle is in K, for FElxEt(x, y) =fB1(x)gE2(y).

Also, the characteristic function of the union of two disjoint rectan-

gles is in K since Fcud(x, y) =Fc(x, y)+Fo(x, y) if CC\D = 0. Since

every measurable set in G can be approximated to within a set of

arbitrarily small measure by finite unions of disjoint rectangles, every

characteristic function of a measurable set in G can be approximated

arbitrarily closely by functions in K. This completes the proof since

characteristic functions of measurable sets are dense in Ll(G).

We will exploit only part of the content of Theorem 1 in the follow-

ing. A complete understanding of the role of this theorem in the

study of group algebras must necessarily await a systematic investiga-

tion of the concept of cross-algebras of P-algebras. Also not for later

use here, but nevertheless interesting, is the fact that in case Gi = C

is compact and d=A is locally compact abelian then the center

Zl(G) of L\G) is the closure in Ll(G) of Z\C) XL1 (A) and hence is

a cross-algebra of these algebras.

We turn now to question (2) above. Let P be a general ß-algebra.

The collection of maximal regular ideals forms a topological space,

called the structure space S(R), under the following topology. If F

is a subset of S(R) then the kernel k(F) oí F is defined to be [\M,

MEF; if / is an ideal in P (we consider only two-sided ideals) the

hull h(I) oí I is defined to be {MES(R)\IEM}. The closure F°
of F is then h(k(F)). If P has an identity S(R) is compact, otherwise

it is customary to consider the space S'(R) formed by adding to S(R)

a point M„ which may be interpreted as being the ideal consisting of

all of P. A neighborhood of M„ is Ma together with the complement

in S(R) of a hull whose kernel is regular. S'(R) is compact, and P is

called a GS-algebra [4] in case S'(R) is Hausdorff, or, equivalently, if

(a) S(R) is Hausdorff and

(b) every point in S(R) is contained in an open set whose closure

has regular kernel.

If x is in P and M is in S(R) we denote by x(M) the image of x un-

der the natural homomorphism of P onto the difference algebra R/M.

Now we return to our special case. We state in condensed form some

properties of compact groups C, locally compact abelian groups A,

and their direct products G. By { C, A, G} we shall mean any one of

these groups. The reader is referred to [2] for the following as ap-
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plied to C or A and to [l ] for the extensions to G. Let U be an ir-

reducible representation of {C, A, G} by operators on a ¿J-space.

Then U is finite dimensional (077e dimensional in the case of A).

There is a one-to-one correspondence between these irreducible repre-

sentations and the maximal regular ideals of {L^Q, L1(A),L1(G)}.

Under this correspondence the image MES(LX) of U is the kernel

of the extension U¡ = fUxf(x)dx of U to L1. If {€, A, G} denotes the

collection of these irreducible representations then {Ô, Â, G} bears

a topology inherited from 5(71). A is Hausdorff since L1(A) is a

commutative regular 5-algebra and C is discrete. If, for /£7\

MES(Ll) and U the corresponding element of {Ô, Â, GJ, f(M) is

the image of/in Ll/il7then the mapping/(il7)—>U¡ is an isomorphism

of L1/M onto the algebra of operators (matrices in this case) U¡. For

our purposes no ambiguity will arise out of a failure to distinguish be-

tween/(Af) and Uf. From [l] we have the following: Denote a gen-

eral element of C by x, of A by y, and of G by (x, y). If c7(Ilt() is in G

then Ux=U^x,i) is in C and Uy = Uci,V) is in A. The mapping c7(I,¡,)

—*(UX, Uy) is a one-to-one mapping of G onto CXÂ. Thus G, and

hence S(L1(G)), possesses a second topology given to it by the topol-

ogy of CXA. We shall call this topology on S(L1(G)) the product

topology. Clearly it is Hausdorff. Now let / be in Ll(C) and g be in

Ll(A). Suppose MES(Ll(G)) corresponds to (Mc, MA), Mc

£5(L1(C)). MAES(L\A)) via the mappings S(L\G))^G^CXÁ
-^S(Ll(C))XS(Ll(A)). Then we have

(/ X g)(M) = J*J f(x)g(y)U\x,y)dMy = JJ f(x)g(y)UxUvdxdy

= ff(x)UJx jg(y)Uydy = fiMc)g{MA).

Theorem 2. The Ll-algebra of the direct product of a compact group

and a locally compact abelian group is a GS-algebra.

Proof. We show that R = L1(G) satisfies conditions (a) and (b)

above. Let 7" be a subset of S(R) of the form FcXS^^A)) where Fc

is a closed subset of 5(L'(C)). Let M' be in the complement of F. If

M' corresponds to (M¿, MA) then Mc is in the complement of Fc.

It is easy to see from the definition of the topology on S(LX(C)) that

there exists an/£L»(C) such that/(J17c) =0, MCEFC, and f(Mc) ^0.

Let gELl(A) be such that g(M'A) = 1, then

(/ X g)(M) = f(Mc)g(MA) = 0 for M £ F,

(f X g)(M') = f(M'c) * 0.
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This means that M' is not in the closure of F in S(L1(G)) so F is

closed. Sets of the form 5(L1(C))XF4, FA closed in 5(L1U)), are

treated similarly. These sets generate the sets in S(L1(G)) which are

closed in the product topology so we can conclude that the product

topology is the weaker of the two. The observation that the product

topology is Hausdorff completes the proof that P satisfies (a). Both

Ll(C) and L1(A) satisfy condition (b) (Ll(A) because it is regular and

L1(0 because in any discrete space a point is a neighborhood of it-

self). The proof that L1(G) also satisfies this condition is then trivial

from the fact that iff(Mc) = 1 and g(MA) = 1 then (fXg) (Mc, MA) = 1
where 1 denotes either the scalar 1 or the identity of the appropriate

algebra.

We conclude with brief mention of some of the applications of

Theorems 1 and 2. In [2] Kaplansky shows that in L1(G) any closed

primary ideal is maximal. (An ideal is primary if it is contained in

precisely one maximal regular ideal.) This enables us to describe the

maximal regular ideals of L1(G) directly in terms of those of Ll(C)

and Ll(A). Let M<->(MC, MA), then if IC = MCXL\A) and IA

= L1(C)XMA it can easily be seen that [Te+Fi]" is primary in M.

Thus M= [Ic+IaY
Theorem 1 enables us to show that the Wiener Tauberian Theorem

in its ideal-theoretic form holds for L1(G). We express this by the

statement that L1(G) is Tauberian, i.e., every proper closed ideal has

a nonvoid hull.

Theorem 3. If P = Ll(G) then the elements of R which vanish outside

compact sets in S(R) form a dense subset of P.

Proof. The Theorem holds for Ll(C) and Ll(A) [2, Theorem 2.6

and Corollary 2.9.1]. An easy argument shows that if P is a GS-

algebra then a subset of S(R) is compact if and only if its kernel is a

regular ideal in P. L1(C) and Ll(A) are GS-algebras so if Fc is com-

pact in S(Ll(C)) and FA is compact in S(L1(A)) then there exist

fELl(C) and gELl(A) such that/(ifc) = 1 on Fc and g(MA) = 1 on

FA. As we have observed above, (fXg)(Mc, MA) = 1 on FCXFA so

k(FcXFA) is regular in P. Thus FcXFA is compact. If/vanishes out-

side Fc and g vanishes outside FA then fXg vanishes outside FCXFA.

The extension of the theorem to L1(G) is then obvious from Theorem

1.

Corollary. L1(G) is Tauberian.

Proof. In [4] it is shown that in a strongly semi-simple GS-

algebra the closure of /(») = {xGP|x(M) =0 outside some compact
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set} is the unique minimal closed ideal with vacuous hull. Ll(G) is

s.s.s. [2 ] and Theorem 3 says that [7( » ) ]« ■= R.

Finally, a next logical question to ask is whether I = k(h(I)) for a

closed ideal 7 with nontrivial hull. It is well known that this is not

true in general for group algebras, but since L1(G) is a s.s.s. GS-

algebra some information pertaining to this question is available. To

conserve space we omit proofs in the following. The results are known

in the I.e. abelian and compact cases and are generalized to GS-

algebras in [4]. Let hik)(I) denote the ¿th derived set of the closed set

h(I) in S(R). Let I be a closed ideal in L1(G) such that h<-k) (I)is void and

ij(*-i)(7) is compact (i.e., a<*~1)(7)W{ 00 } is discrete). Then [k(h(I))]k

EIQ.k(h(I)), where [k(h(I))]k is the ideal generated by products of k

elements of k(h(I)). In particular, I = k(h(I)) if h(I) is finite. [4,

Corollary 2.4.1].
The last sentence can be sharpened somewhat. The above char-

acterization of the maximal regular ideals in LX(G) leads to the ex-

tension from Ll(C) and L*(A) to Ll(G) of a modified form of Ditkin's

condition (D). For MES(L1(G)) there exists a bounded directed set

{ha}EJ(M)i\J(oo) such that for any f EM, fha-^f. This, together
with the facts that Ll(G) is a s.s.s. GS-algebra and that closed pri-

mary ideals are maximal, makes the "Generalized Ditkin" Theorem

[4, Corollary 2.6.1] applicable: 7t7 L*(G) if the boundary of h(I) con-

tains no perfect subsets then I = k(h(I)).
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